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“Waters/edge” an exploration by Marcus Leyland and Ann Marie Duggan. 

 
Three years ago, we were fortunate enough to spend our honeymoon in the City of Venice. This was in 
no small part so that we could attend the Architectural Biennale that year. That event explored the 
architectural theme ‘news from the front’, and how the built environment, and individual buildings might 
respond to contemporary themes surrounding new and evolving social and economic boundaries around 
the world.  
 
Quite incidentally, one boundary we found most alluring, and one which we, like many, found both 
enigmatic and possessing is that between land and sea, the fixed and the fluid, the tangible and the 
ephemeral... It is one boundary that has played a significant place in the evolution of societies for 
millennia in both a pragmatic and spiritual sense. Venice perhaps is the most overt expression of that 
idea, a powerful expression architecturally and culturally of a once dominant mercantile city state but one 
that today is most fragile and endangered by seemingly unstoppable and perhaps inevitable changes in 
our planet’s climate. 
 
Globally, there are hundreds if not thousands of examples of how cities respond consciously and 
deliberately to the land-water interface. Since our Venice experience, we have travelled regularly to the 
UK to visit family who are aging and less able to travel. During these visits we have sought out projects 
that have attempted to respond intelligently to this land water boundary. Many of these have a ‘cultural’ 
agenda at the core of their program.  
 

Marcus and Ann Marie would like to present to you a selection of four of these projects from the north of the 

‘auld country’, discuss some of the themes and issues they raise, and in turn, how these thoughts might be 

seen as lessons for any future project that seeks to explore, the water’s edge”. 

                

Many thanks to the Dalhousie School of Architecture for the use of their classroom for this event. 


